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SCOPE
This document is a brief description on:
1. How to build and use the driver on Linux issued by SIMCom in order to use
SIMCom devices.
2. How to modify, build and use the driver on Linux issued by Linux kernel in
order to use SIMCom devices.

1 Driver issued by Linux kernel
In fact the kernel with version of 2.6.20 and later has a common driver named
usbserial which can also be used by SIMCom device.
Succeeding sections will use the kernel code of 2.6.35 as an example to depict how
to modify, build and use kernel driver for SIMCom device in fail detail.

1.1

Modify the driver

One needs to add the vendor ID and product ID of SIMCom to kernel driver in order
to support SIMCom device.
drivers\usb\serial\option.c:.

1.1.1

Support system suspend/resume

Add .reset_resume call-back function if kernel support, for some USB HOST
controller issue a bus reset to USB devices when system resume, USB port will be
unloaded, and loaded later, the reset_resume call-back funcion will avoid the port
unloading when system resume, for more detail please refer to kernel USB driver
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documents`.

1.1.2

Support low power mode

For kernel 2.6.36, add the follow highlight code to end of option_probe function:

For kernel 2.6.38, add the follow highlight code to end of option_probe function:

1.1.3

Add short packet flag

Since the max packet size of BULK endpoint on SIMCOM module in High USB speed
is 512 bytes, in Full USB speed is 64 bytes, in addition the USB protocol says :
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So one needs to send an zero-length packet additional if one wants to transmit
the data stream with length exactly multiple of wMaxPacketSize.
Fortunately one needs not to send zero packet manually, one only needs to modify
a little driver code:
drivers\usb\serial\usb_wwan.c:

NOTE: This modification is only for the driver option.ko

1.2

Build the driver
One needs to setup the kernel development environment first which include kernel
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source code and cross compiler environment.
Following is a step-by-step instruction on how to build the driver into kernel.
1) Use “sudo make menuconfig” to configure the kernel.

2) Enter into menu “Device Drivers”

3) Continue enter into menu “USB support”
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4) Continue enter into menu “USB Serial Converter support”

5) Type “y” to select menu “USB driver for GSM and CDMA modems”, of course one
can type “m” to compile the driver as a module.
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6) Some other options need to be configured, so please enter into menu “Device
Drivers -> Generic Driver Options”

7) Type “y” to select the following two options.
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8) Exit and save the configuration.

After configuration, these items will be configured:
CONFIG_USB = y
CONFIG_USB_SERIAL=y
CONFIG_USB_SERIAL_OPTION=y
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CONFIG_DEVTMPFS=y
CONFIG_DEVTMPFS_MOUNT=y
2)

Use “sudo make” to compile the kernel or use “sudo make modules” to compile
the driver as a module

1.3

Use the driver

As you move through this chapter new kernel firmware or new driver:
option.ko(compiled as module) is ready.

1.3.1

Install the driver(driver as module only)

If one compiles the driver as a module one needs to install it first.
one can use the following command to install the driver:
modprobe option.ko
This command will install all the needed drivers.

If all right the driver will be installed to the system, one can use the following
command to query the result:
lsmod |grep option

Note: this installation procedure is invalid when rebooting the system, so if one
wants to install the driver automatically when starting the system, one should better
put the installation instruction to the startup script.

1.3.2

Use the driver

After the driver installed one can use SIMCom device via the driver, now plug
the SIMCom device to the host device via USB connector, and if the device is
identified by the driver, 5 device files named ttyUSB0, ttyUSB1, ttyUSB2, ttyUSB3
and ttyUSB4 will be created in directory /dev
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The relationship between the device files and SIMCom composite device is like
this:
Device file
SIMCom composite device
ttyUSB0
MODEM interface
ttyUSB1
ATCOM interface
ttyUSB2
Speech interface
ttyUSB3
Debug interface
ttyUSB4
Wireless Ethernet Adapter interface
SIMCom device is plugged in:

Device files are created:

NOTE:
1 In some composite devices of SIMCom not all of the interfaces are existed, so
the relationship is dynamic.
2 Only the ATCOM and MODEM interface can be worked correctly with this driver.
If one gets the device files ready one can use tools such as minicom, wvdial etc
to use the device。
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ATCOM interface

1.3.3

Remove the driver

One can use the following command to uninstall the driver:
rmmod option

After removed one can use “lsmod |grep option”to check if the driver has been
removed correctly.

Note: when removing the driver one must disconnect the device and close all the tools
using the device first.
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